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ORC camping event to take place tonight on Main Hall Green
Caleb Yuan
Staff Writer

_________________________________

A “Camping 101” event, sponsored by Outdoor Recreational
Club (ORC), will be held overnight
today, May 14, starting at 6:15
p.m. This event aims to teach students some basic camping skills in
preparation for any future camping activities.
The event will start with the
“Camping Basics” section. All participants will be meeting at Trevor
Hall at 6:15 p.m. and then moving
to various stations for different
learning activities around Main
Hall Green and SLUG Campfire
in small groups of 10 participants
from 7 to 9 p.m., according to
sophomore Shae Erlandson, the
co-president of ORC.
The learning activities seek to
engage students in different introductory camping skills such
as packing camping supplies, setting up a tent, building a fire, utilizing portable stoves and tying
knots, said sophomore Madeleine
Meade, the other co-president of
ORC. There will also be a tutorial
on “bear hanging,” in which campers learn how to tie bags of food
with ropes and hang the bags on
high branches overnight to prevent bears and other wildlife from
getting the food.
During the “Overnight Camping” section after 9 p.m., students
can play games led by ORC, such
as “flashlight tag” and “mafia,”
hang out casually and sleep overnight on Main Hall Green, according to Meade. Since only the first

24 participants who signed up via
Google Form were able to reserve
a tent, and ORC has a limited supply of sleeping pads and sleeping
bags to lend to other participants,
students are encouraged to bring
their own sleeping equipment or
to simply sleep on grass if they
would like to, according to Erlandson.
Erlandson acknowledged that
sleeping on outdoor grass is less
comfortable compared to sleeping
in a dormitory. Having animals
and insects around while sleeping
is part of the camping experience
since people are in their habitats,
Erlandson said; ORC has also contacted Campus Safety, who will be
aware of the event and look out for
the participants.
For COVID-19 safety protocol,
masks are required throughout
the event except when students
are eating snacks or drinking water, according to Meade; students
are also asked to eat dinner before
attending the event to minimize
transmission risks. In addition,
given the event will be held in an
outdoor space, Meade said, it will
be easy for participants to spread
out and practice social distancing.
“With COVID and everything,
we haven’t [been able to have] this
type of event where a lot of people
could go to [for a long time],”
Meade said. “But since we are doing a completely outdoor event,
it’s like one of the safest ways to be
together at this time.”
The opportunity to meet new
people and spend time together is

one of the major draws for sophomore Madison Price, who is new
to camping. Besides her interest
in exploring camping as a new
experience, Price looks forward
to engaging in social interactions
with people through learning various camping skills together, which
she sees as a unique opportunity
to connect.
The next morning, students
will have the option to participate
in a deep-listening walk activity,
where students, either alone or in
groups, can walk around campus
in silence and try to listen to everything around and inside of them,
according to Erlandson.
“It is kind of like a walking
meditation to be alone with your
own thoughts and open to what
goes through your head,” Erlandson said.
At the end of the event, ORC
will teach people how to clean up
campsites and put away supplies
based on “7 Leave-No-Trace Principles,” which help ensure that
campers leave behind a minimal
human impact on the environment, Erlandson said.
As the event is approaching,
Meade and Erlandson encourage
the student body to explore the
process of camping and find their
potential passion in these types of
activities.
“We think that it is gonna be
fun no matter what happens,” Erlandson said. “I think the school is
also excited…Just to get outside,
learning something and just be
surrounded by people!”

(ABOVE) The Outdoor Recreation Club stores camping equipment for the May 14 overnight event in
their gear room in the Trever Hall basement.
Photo by Alana Melvin.
(TOP)
Illustration by Mara Logan.

Reusable menstruation products to be distributed on campus
Emily Zuniga
Staff Writer

______________________________________

THIS

WEEK

The Lawrence University Environmental
Organization is introducing a sustainable menstruation project in collaboration with the Student Alliance Against Sexual Harassment and
Assault (SAASHA), the Lawrence University
Disability Working Group (LUDWiG), the Diversity and Intercultural Center (D&IC) and the
Lawrence Food Pantry.
According to junior Lauren Kelly, the president of the LU Environmental Organization,
SAASHA will be educating students on period
poverty and how to use these products. Kelly
also explained that LUDWiG helped make sure
the project will be as accessible as possible by
suggesting the D&IC as a pick-up location and
an option for delivery. As there can be stigmas
associated with periods, Kelly emphasized that
they are not promoting shame and selected safe

locations for pick-ups.
To gauge student interest in sustainable
menstruation products, a survey was posted on
the Lawrence University Shoutbox Facebook
page, included in the LU Insider and sent in an
email from LUCC President Kelsi Bryant, Kelly
stated. Although the survey was due on May 12,
Kelly said students may still receive a product
if they didn’t complete the survey. As of May 11,
they had received 200 responses. Kelly further
stated that they will continue to promote the
products and send out another survey to see if
any students would like the products delivered
to their rooms or SPCs. Additionally, they plan to
distribute the products through tabling at Warch
Campus Center with SAASHA and LUDWiG,
but the date is still to be determined.
Kellyexplainedthatshehadconsideredstarting a sustainable menstruation project at Lawrence after she discovered reusable pads. She
stated that since disposable pads and tampons

produce a lot of waste and can be very expensive,
the LU Environmental Organization liked the
idea of providing students with reusable alternatives.
As a result, they will be giving away approximately 108 cups and 620 reusable pads., as of
May 12. According to Kelly, the cups will be purchased from OrganiCup, and the reusable pads
will be purchased from Teamoy. According to

For more information about menstrual cups, scan
the QR code:
For more information about reusable
pads, scan the QR
code:
OrganiCup’s website, the cups come in three
sizes: size mini, size A and size B. Reusable pads

must be washed in between use.
Additionally, Kelly said that these free sustainable menstruation products will be available
to any Lawrence student who menstruates.
They will be available for pick-up primarily in
the D&IC and the Food Pantry. They will not be
placed in the bathrooms because users must boil
the cups before use, and the reusable pads must
be washed, said Kelly.
To fund the project for Spring Term, Kelly
worked with Sustainability and Special Projects
Fellow and staff advisor for the project Grace
Subat. In order to obtain funding from the Student Sustainability Fund, Kelly filled out an application on the Lawrence website, which was
submitted to the Sustainability Steering Committee for consideration. According to Subat, the
committee liked the project idea and approved it
for funding.
In April, Subat communicated with the sustainability director at Macalester College, who

has experience with OrganiCup’s programs,
and shared this information with Subat. Because
Subat understood the processes involved at Macalester and the processes at Lawrence, she was
able to help Kelly and the LU Environmental Organization get the project funded. Subat was also
responsible for communicating with vendors
and ordering the products.
This year, the funding for the products came
from the Student Sustainability Fund. However,
SubatandKellyarelookingatthe“CampusCup”
program provided by OrganiCup starting Fall
Term 2021. According to the OrganiCup website, the Campus Cup program allows universities to partner with OrganiCup and receive free
menstrual cups for their students.
Kelly concluded by saying that information
about how to use these products will be posted in
the near future.
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Greek organizations
to host weekend of
philanthropic events
Olivia Zimberoff
Staff Writer

_________________________________

Lawrence University’s sororities and fraternities are joining together to host a Greek philanthropy weekend May 21-23, with an
additional kick-off event on May
15. The weekend, organized by the
Lawrence University Panhellenic
Council and Interfraternity Council (IFC), the governing bodies of
campus sororities and fraternities
respectively, will include events
that raise money for each Greek
Life’s organization and the Lawrence Student Food Pantry.
“Everyone involved thinks that
it is particularly important to be
supporting our philanthropies as
best as we can, especially during
the pandemic,” junior Erin Jackson, the president of Delta Gamma, said. “All of our organizations
have taken a hit this past year, and
being able to give back is really important to [Panhel] and IFC.”
While the size of the teams varies from event to event, students
come together to form teams of
three or more people. Each event
will cost a team 10 dollars to enter and compete, except for the car
wash and Delta Gamma’s wiffleball and spikeball tournaments,
which will cost five dollars. Students who do not want to participate in the games are welcome to
come and watch for free.
As the first philanthropic event,
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Delta
Gamma are hosting a car wash on
Saturday, May 15, at the Wriston
Turnaround from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
All proceeds from the car wash
will be going to a Lawrence-associated organization, KidsGive, an
organization that aims to educate
students in the U.S. about Sierra
Leone and expand educational
opportunities for people in Sierra
Leone.
“The brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon are committed to giving,” junior Hunter Lanton, the president
of Sigma Phi Epsilon, said. “We
have recently made KidsGive our
philanthropy partner, and we are
so excited to raise money for KidsGive this Saturday.”
A week later, on Friday, May 21,
an all-Greek hosted cookout will
be taking place on the Quad from

4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. Baked goods
will be for sale to benefit the Lawrence Student Food Pantry.
On Saturday, May 22, Kappa
Alpha Theta is hosting a kickball
game on the Quad from 10:30
a.m. - 12 p.m. Kappa Alpha Theta’s philanthropy is The National
Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) of the Fox Cities. According to their website, CASA is
an organization that advocates
for abused or neglected children.
With the help of volunteers, they
are placed in safe homes.
Following kickball, a booth will
be set up to share more about Panhel and IFC, and a Beta Theta Pi
Dunk Tank staffed by members
of Beta will be openon the Main
Green from 1:30 pm. - 4:30 p.m.
Later in the afternoon, Delta
Gamma is hosting a volleyball
match from 5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
on the Quad. The volleyball match
proceeds will be going to Service
for Sight, an organization that provides assistance for children and
adults who are blind and visually
impaired.
The next day from 12 p.m. - 2
p.m., Delta Tau Delta is hosting
a beach volleyball tournament on
the Quad to benefit the Juvenile
Diabetes Research Foundation.
Following beach volleyball,
Kappa Kappa Gamma is playing
the game of cornhole on the Quad
from 2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. to raise
money for Reading is Fundamental, which aims to promote children’s literacy.
Ending the night, Delta Tau
Delta is hosting tournaments of
spike ball and wiffleball on the
Quad from 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.
According to Amellailli Herrera
Alvarez, the Panhel president and
a Kappa Alpha Theta member,
Greek weekend is a time for members of Greek life and the rest of
the student body to come together
to celebrate and raise money for
philanthropies while having fun
playing games and participating in
activities.
All students on campus are invited to join. Every event will be
held outdoors, and the organizations ask all attendees to please
wear their masks and social distance.

Weekly updates on the
status of COVID-19 at
Lawrence

COVID-19
ON CAMPUS

TESTS
CONDUCTED:

ACTIVE CASES:

TOTAL POSITIVE
CASES:

Total LU tests:
20,115

Active LU cases:
3

Total LU cases:
143

Total Appleton tests:
50,318

Active Appleton cases:
97

Total Appleton cases:
8,732

We are in:

GREEN
LIGHT

Limited cases
Isolation and
quarantine spaces
available

In-person classes and activities continue
as planned, up to half of non-essential
employees can work on campus.
*data reported as of May 12
Do you have questions about any new developments on campus? Should the Lawrentian
be covering any event?

Let us know!
Send any tips to TheLawrentianNews@gmail.com.
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A review of the 2021 Indy Pro

Sean McLaughlin
Columnist

________________________________

This past weekend saw the return
of major professional bodybuilding
shows for the first time in 2021 with
the Indy Pro. Hosted in Indianapolis,
this show serves as a qualifying show
for the Mr. Olympia, the premier show
in all of men’s professional bodybuilding. The winner would qualify directly
for the 2021 Mr. Olympia, while those
finishing in other top positions would
earn points toward qualifying themselves, with 2nd place taking 4 points,
third 3 and so on. As such, there was
a lot on the line in Indy, and the show
didn’t disappoint. Several compelling
stories came out of the show in both
the Men’s Open and 212 divisions.
Here’s what went down:
Justin
Rodriguez
Wins
Convincingly
Justin Rodriguez took home the
win in the Men’s Open category, taking home his first professional win
and earning himself a place in this
year’s Mr. Olympia in the process.
Justin was a last-minute entry, using
the show as simply a warm-up for
this weekend’s more prestigious and
competitive New York Pro. However,
he was convincingly the best competitor on stage, showing impressive
fullness and conditioning, which is
by no means an easy feat. His closest competition was second place
Mokhammed el Emam, whose score
he halved (in bodybuilding, lowest
score wins). Rodriguez was easily top
two in every mandatory pose, running
away with the side chest, side triceps,
back, double biceps, abs and thighs,
and most muscular poses, among others. There is a very real possibility
that he makes it back-to-back wins
among the favorites for the coming
New York Pro.
Blessing Awodibu’s Pro Debut
The talking point of the bodybuilding
community
entering
Saturday’s Indy Pro was Blessing
Awodibu. Awodibu managed to take
third in his pro debut, a highly anticipated event resulting from his antics
in the months preceding the show.
His feud with fellow International
Federation of BodyBuilding and
Fitness (IFBB) pro Nick Walker has
been highly publicized, and as a result
the greater bodybuilding world eagerly awaited to see the package Awodibu

Kelli Quick

would bring to the professional stage.
In the end, he managed third place,
a respectable placing considering it
was his first pro show and that he
was competing against some seasoned
professionals like Justin Rodriguez. In
the end, however, I believe his placing

was painted directly onto muscle tissue; the graininess was unreal. On
another note, while not the freakiest bodybuilder in terms of size, his
physique was still clearly comparably
large to the two men who outplaced
him. Jewett could also be taken to

was fair. While Awodibu’s physique is
incredibly aesthetic given his insane
V-taper, his legs were tiny compared
to his upper body, and his conditioning could have been better. This
placing was met with mixed reactions
from fans. Many were disappointed
following all of Awodibu’s smack talk
leading up to the show, while former second place finisher in the Mr.
Olympia contest Kai Greene was quick
to assure fans Awodibu is well on his
way to great things. Awodibu will be
back on stage this weekend, where he
will face off with Justin Rodriguez,
his nemesis Nick Walker and a host
of other top professionals at the New
York Pro.
Tonio Burton Takes 212 Crown
The winner of the 212 division
proved surprising, as Tonio Burton
walked away with the title in his firstever pro show. This win means Burton
has also qualified for the 2021 Mr.
Olympia, which will likely be only
his second ever pro show. Burton
took everyone by surprise with his
combination of size, shape and symmetry, managing to pip fellow debutant Nathan Epler to first place. He
showed incredible detail in his back,
chest, shoulders and arms, as well as a
crazy roundness that is incredibly rare
among first-time competitors. The
only point of contention surrounding his win could be conditioning,
on which Epler and third place John
Jewett could be said to have beaten
Burton. That being said, the package he presented on show day was
enough to convince the judges, and
Burton can now look forward to being
a part of the Mr. Olympia show this
September.
John Jewett Robbed?
There is a credible case to be
made for John Jewett being the rightful winner of the 212 category at the
Indy Pro. For starters, the conditioning he brought was insane--if you
have the chance to look this man
up on Instagram, his updates leading
up to the show could even be called
disgusting. It looked as if his skin

have won many if not all of the mandatory poses, as he showed incredible detail in the back, abdominals,
legs and arms. His legs were firmly
the best in the show, his back kept
pace with both Burton and Epler, and
abdominals and shoulders looked like
they’d been surgically implanted they
popped so well. I personally think
Jewett was robbed of the win, but
he will have another chance to prove
himself this weekend as he will be
competing again in the 212 category
at the New York Pro.
Morgan Aste Comes in Ripped
A feel-good story to close things
out, Morgan Aste surprised everyone by coming in looking absolutely
peeled to the bone. For context, Aste
is a huge man compared to the average bodybuilder. The Frenchman
stands at 6’3” and weighs over 300
pounds on stage at around 3% body
fat--meaning in the off-season, he gets
up to around a ridiculous 340-350 lbs!
To come in shredded like Morgan did
is notoriously hard for larger bodybuilders as well, as on account of their
larger organs, blood volume and water
requirements, to lose the body fat
and water storage necessary to come
in shredded can be very dangerous.
Paul Dillet, a 6’4” bodybuilder from
the ‘90s, would compete shredded
at around 285 lbs and would notoriously have trouble holding poses as he
would cramp due to dehydration. Aste
came in leaner and heavier than Dillet,
contextualizing what is an incredible
achievement. He has even made a
reputation out of his conditioning;
Aste does not have the ideal frame
for a bodybuilder, with wide hips and
narrow shoulders, so his physique suffers. But he certainly makes up for as
much as he can. Again, if you have
the chance to look up photos of Aste
from this weekend, take it--he is the
epitome of dedication. He even managed to place an impressive sixth in
the Indy Pro and will have the chance
to show what he is made of once again
this weekend as he too will be taking
part in the New York Pro.

GOAT status in MMA

Antonio Gonzalez
Columnist

______________________________________

When it comes to discussing the
greatest of all time in any sport, there
is usually contention found when it
comes to generation, level of competition and development of the sport at
the time. Similar to most sports MMA
finds itself contending with those as
well as some aspects unique to combat
sports. To preface, MMA is a relatively
new sport with the first ever UFC
event taking place in 1993, but the
sport has evolved so much in those 28
years that there are still many generational differences between fighters as
new adaptations to the sport continue
to this day. Multiple fight promotions
have also had many great fighters
in the early days of MMA before the
UFC became the powerhouse of the
sport that hosts the best fighters in the
world. There have been many fighters who have left amazing legacies
and those who are still making their
own, and the debate for the greatness
of each of them among themselves is
widely disputed. I would say that the
criteria for the pound for pound greatest MMA fighter of all time would have
to depend on the competition of the
weight division(s) that they fight in,
their record, their ability, activity time
and amount of title defenses, assuming the GOAT would be a long-time
reigning champion in their respective
weight class.
Common names thrown around
for contention of holding the GOAT
title include Jon Jones, Khabib Nurmagomedov, George St. Pierre, Anderson Silva and Fedor Emelianenko.
All champions in their respective
weight classes with win streaks and
title defenses spanning years, cleaning
out their weight classes and at times
moving up or down weight classes for
more opponents. Longevity displays
an ability to maintain dominance over
a career in a sport that is still adapting
year to year and dealing with a consistent amount of top contenders year
after year. All the champions named
earlier had dominant win streaks and
showed exceptional ability for years at
the top of their weight class. Fighting
for longer requires a higher degree of
adaptability and dominance as year
after year, your opponents have more
clues as to how to beat you.
Title defenses are important to con-

sider. A dominant win streak may be
impressive, but if only 2 of, let’s say,
8 of those wins are outside of being
champion, it indicates that a fighter
was going against easier competition
than the champ at the time is. Since
the title holder is always fighting one
of the top 1-3 ranked fighters below
them, the competition is always top
tier for the weight class. At times certain divisions seem to lack the depth
of competition that they may have
had before. If a fighter is competing
against high ranked opponents, but
the division lacks a lot of talent, there
is reason to discredit such a dominant
reign for those who may be competing
against less opponents, but at a much
more talent stacked weight class.
As for having a good fighting record, it is fair to say that the record
does matter, but numbers on the
screen don’t tell you when exactly the
losses were accrued, only that they
happened. I would say that it is important to consider the time that the
losses occurred. Losses early on in a
career are common as fighters are still
fresh and more prone to mistakes,
whereas losses later on are likely due
to age. Increasing the amount of fights
you have also increases the chances
of losing, especially when your opponent now have years of film against
you, and the wear and tear of fighting catches up to you. Retiring early
is ideal to avoid lasting damage and
unnecessary losses, but leaves fans
probably wanting to see more of their
favorite fighter such as in the case of
Khabib Nurmagomedov who recently
retired 29-0 after a definitive win over
top contender Justin Gaethje in 2020
and a career of dominance in the lightweight division where he cleared out
the division’s top fighters. Otherwise,
a fighter may end up like former middleweight champion Anderson Silva,
who owns the longest win streak with
16 wins, but was unable to pick up his
career after a horrific shin break which
saw him end his career with five losses
and only a single win after the streak.
When it comes to greatness inside
the cage, a fighter should be evaluated
by all the above criteria as best as possible and however else you may see fit
since, at the end of the day, this is a
matter of educated opinion or just favoritism if you want. Great fighters are

See page 4

Womens’ softball: Senior Night in Lake Forest

Columnist

______________________________________

This year the Vikings Played
at home against Lake Forest for softball’s
Senior night. The results ended in a split,
with the Vikings winning the first game 5-3.
Then the second game went an extra inning
with both teams having scored 7 runs, but
in the 8th inning, Lake Forest took the win.
I asked each of the seniors of that night to
reflect upon their softball journey. First, I
asked them what their advice would be for
incoming freshmen, and then next, I asked
them what their favorite softball memory
was. Here are their responses:
#25 Emilia Jackson: “My
words for incoming freshmen are to cherish every moment that their college softball
career brings. Sometimes when you have a
tough practice, at bat, or game, it’s easy to
take softball for granted. But, your college
career goes by so quickly, and you’ll miss it
when it’s gone! Remember to live in every

moment and leave it all on the field every
time you step onto the dirt.”
“My favorite softball memory happened just
last weekend at our game against lake forest!
Striking out the final batter to win the game
and running to jump into my catcher’s arms
for a huge hug!”
#5 Amanda Karnatz: “My
advice for any freshman would be to enjoy
every moment. You don’t realize it when you
start your first year, but time goes so fast,
and all of a sudden, it will be over! Make the
most of everything you do in lifts, practice
and games. As long as you make the most of
it, you will have the best time being a part of
the team no matter what happens!”
“There are so many memories
that could be considered a favorite. One of
my favorites was surprising Lake Forest and
upsetting them my junior year. Lake Forest
needed to sweep us to host the conference
tournament, and they came into the game
very cocky. We ended up slaughtering them

in the first game 11-1 to ruin their
chance at hosting the conference tournament.”
#12 Kelli Quick: “I hadn’t
played competitive softball since 7th grade,
it’s been over 8 years, and I came in willing
to learn or play whatever role was necessary
for what the team needed to be successful.
What this proves is that success isn’t built on
just years of practice, but requires passion
and determination. You are the only one
who can deter yourself, if you let yourself
give into fear and doubt. Don’t let yourself
be your biggest foe. Take a breath, smile and
remember why you are playing the game in
the first place.”

Time was called, and my head coach ran
over to make sure I was okay. I was fine,
but if anything, that incident just made me
even more determined to score. The next
batter was Amanda Karnatz, who ended up
hitting me home. As I approached 3rd, the
coach gave me the sign to steal home, and as
I curved the base, I knew it would be close,
so I sprinted home, dove head first and was
able to slide into home base under the tag.
It was the first time my parents have seen
me play softball in years, and the joy of scoring, seeing your teammates cheer and feeling like you made an impact in the game is
something I’ll cherish for a long time.”
#14 Ceara Larson: “Talk to

is one of the last ones. Catching my pitcher’s
change up for a strikeout to end the game
and secure the win I will treasure forever.”

“My favorite softball memory
happened on Senior night with my first
time ever sliding into home base. I started
the inning off by hitting a single, and as I
stepped on first base, I was tripped by Lake
Forest’s first baseman’s foot, which sent me
tumbling forward; I was still called safe.

your coaches early! They are often great
people with great advice, and if you engage
with them right away they will know you are
dedicated. Also, go to every team event. Your
team will be your best friends and support
group if you let them.”
“Honestly, my favorite memory

Emilia and Amanda put their lives on hold
to come back for an extra year. Ceara was
always willing to come early and stay late to
help others improve and Kelli was willing to
come out for a sport she hadn’t played in a
long time (and start hitting from the other

I also asked the coach what
her favorite memories were of the seniors
and what she thought the team’s biggest
strength was this season and something she
wants to work on improving for next year’s
season in 2022.
Head Coach Cromer: “There
are way too many memories to pick a favorite for each one, but what I appreciate the
most about each one of the seniors is the legacy they will leave our program with. This
senior group embodies the word selfless.

See page 4
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Spacemart

Vintage, what does
it mean?

By Rachel Robrecht

Zander sent an encrypted transmission ahead to get Waylen’s coordinates, so he should be expecting
them. As they approach the campsite,
Ethel can see him sitting on an overturned tree trunk, poking at a small
fire with a stick. He looks up when
he hears their feet crunch through
the undergrowth, flashing a charming smile. “Zander! What an unexpected pleasure,” he says, standing to
greet them. Zander shifts awkwardly
and gives only a nod in response, so
Waylen turns to Ethel, offering his
hand. “I don’t believe I caught your
name last time.”
“Ethel,” she says, accepting
Waylen’s strong handshake with her
own uncertain grip. She sees something flash in his eyes when he hears
her name, something like recognition, but he smooths over his expression too quickly for her to analyze it.
“Pleased to meet you, Ethel. I
have to apologize for our first meeting— I’m not normally so rude.”
Zander snorts at that and Waylen
shoots him a look. “I’m not normally
so rude to strangers, that is,” he
amends. “Now, why don’t you two
take a seat by the fire? I was just
about to start dinner.”
Perching on the edge of the tree
trunk next to Zander, Ethel watches
as Waylen stabs unidentified chunks
of meat onto skewers, layering in
some slices of root vegetables and

rolling his eyes as he turns the skewers over the flames. “Where have you
been? Oh, that’s right, you ran off to
some middle-of-nowhere part of the
galaxy so you wouldn’t have to know
things like that.”
Ethel watches Zander’s jaw
clench. “Do you know why?” he asks,
seeming to ignore Waylen’s dig.
“Ethel, when did you start working for Spacemart?” Waylen asks.
“When I turned twelve,” she
answers. She remembers that posting
fondly— she and a few others from
her age group, all training under an
older employee. The woman always
gave them a piece of hard candy after
their shift was over.
“There you have it.” Waylen
does a sweeping gesture towards
Ethel. “Child labor.”
Zander furrows his brow. “But
the Corps all agreed on laws—”
“Laws that don’t apply to children of a business owner,” Waylen
interrupts. “I’ll give you one guess
for who’s listed on her… ‘birth’ certificate.”
Ethel flinches at that, averting
her eyes from Waylen. She starts
picking at the bark on the trunk
as Zander splutters, outraged. “But
Spacemart’s not a person, Waylen!”
“You know damn well that the
law’s been treating them like one
for a long time. Long before they
made Ethel. Hell, long before you
and me, even.” Waylen spits. “They’ll
use whatever loopholes they can for
free labor.”
“Free?” Zander spins to look at
Ethel. “They don’t pay you?”
Ethel bites her lip, shoulders
hunching at his wild-eyed attention.
“No? I mean, I get room and board…”

“It’s not as though we’re not
trying,” Waylen says. “Which is more
than I could say for you, since you
left.” Zander lowers his eyes, for once
appearing more ashamed than angry.
“And Ethel…” Waylen’s expression
softens. “I’m sorry, I didn’t mean…
You’re the victim here, okay? They’ve
done a terrible thing.”
“By creating me?” Ethel swallows around a lump in her throat.
“No!” Waylen hastily corrects.
“By not setting you free.”
There’s a beat of awkward
silence as each of them works through
their own discomforts. Then, Waylen
breaks the tension with a clap of his
hands. “Dinner should be ready,” he
says, passing the skewers around.
Ethel blows on the first chunk
of meat until it stops steaming, then
takes a careful bite. Her eyes fly open
as the taste floods her mouth. She’s
only ever had manufactured meat
before, which is alright, though it
all has the same bland flavor and
soft texture. This stuff— wild caught,
she assumes— has a bit of a chew to
it, and there’s something beneath
the smokiness from the fire that is
both utterly foreign and equally delicious— like she can taste the life this
animal lived, one filled with fresh air
and vegetation and sun.
The meal eases any remaining
tension, lulling them into a peaceful,
contented silence. Once the food is
done, Zander gets to his feet. “Well,
we should probably head back.”
Standing, Waylen catches
Zander’s hand in both of his own.
“You know you’re welcome back
anytime, right?” he says, running
his thumb over Zander’s knuckles.
“Here, or… Anywhere else.”

balances them over the fire, which
flashes brighter as drops of juice fall
into it.
“So,” Waylen begins, once he’s
finished, “why’re you here, Zander?
Just can’t stay away?” He winks.
Zander clears his throat, the tips
of his ears dusting pink. “I recently
learned some information I’d like to
discuss with you. Or confirm with
you, depending.”
“Oh?” Squatting across from
them in front of the fire, Waylen rests
his chin on his hand. “Do tell.”
“Spacemart… Ethel, she… Did
you know they’re making people
now?”
“Yeah, Zander,” Waylen says,

“Do you think they pay the
machines in their factories, Zander?
This is just their next cost-cutting
step: Human property,” Waylen
sneers.
Ethel digs her nails into her
knee as her head swims. No one’s
ever put it like that before, and that
bluntly. Spacemart always called her
a “valued employee and family member.”
Noticing her distress, Zander
places a comforting hand on her
shoulder. “Unlike Spacemart, Ethel’s
a person. She’s not property. And
how the hell are they getting away
with this? Why isn’t someone doing
something?”

“I…” Zander blinks at their
joined hands but doesn’t pull away.
“I’ll have to think about it.”
Waylen smiles, a little rueful,
and squeezes Zander’s hand once
before dropping it. “Alright.”
“But, um,” he scratches the back
of his neck. “I’m sure Ethel and I can
make some time, drop by down here
a bit more often.”
With a brilliant grin, Waylen
says, “I’ll look forward to it.”

Previously: After Zander discovers that Spacemart manufactured his coworker Ethel in an artificial womb, they travel down to
the surface of the nature preserve
planet to meet with his mysterious
old friend, Waylen.

GOAT status in MMA
continued from page 3

hard to compare unless they are in the same
weight class and fight each other in their

Women’s softball...
continued from page 3

side of the plate) just to make sure we had enough
players to have a full season. There is an album on
the Lawrence University Softball Facebook page
named SENIOR SMILES that is very special and
shows the joy each one brought to the game.”
“I think our team’s greatest strength
this season was its resiliency. We started off slow
in the win/loss column, battled through injuries
and some heartbreaking losses, to be playing some
really good softball at the end of the year. It is
tough playing the same team 3 times in a season.

Join us next week for another
installment of Spacemart! Missed a
chapter? Catch up on lawrentian.
com.

primes which is impossible to do unless you
have a time machine, so it will always be a
matter of opinion. But the GOAT is George
St. Pierre and I will not hear otherwise from
anybody.

We never gave up and got better every day,
which is all you can ask for as a coach. I
wish we would have had the other 16 games
we would have played in a non-COVID-19
year to see what we could have done. We need to
continue to improve and become more consistent
in every aspect of the game. We are going to be
very young next year, but I am looking forward to
hopefully having a “normal” season that allows us
to practice right away in the fall, have a full nonconference and Florida schedule and simply to be
able to meet in person to grow stronger together as
a team.”

By Kelly Foy

It’s high time we re-examine
the idea of vintage. What does this
mean? Is it just a label we slap
onto old clothing that people find at
the thrift store? An old ornamental
dress? Costume jewelry? I bring this
up because I was watching a Tik
Tok earlier that displayed a lady
trying on her mother’s early 2000’s
dresses and referred to one of them
as vintage. Although these dresses
were definitely not “old” by many
definitions of the words, it made
me think: what makes an article of
clothing vintage? Are we mis-using
this label? Does it even really matter? Just because an item is “old”
doesn’t necessarily mean its vintage.
According to google, it says that any
piece of clothing between 20-100
years old can be considered vintage.
However, any item older than 100
years old is considered an antique!
During quarantine I stopped
into a store in Logan Square, Chicago
titled Festive Collective. It’s a magical store that sells stationary, little
trinkets, polymer-clay earrings and
so many other whimsical little things
that are unnecessary but feel quite
nice to buy. However, when I walked
in I was shocked yet very grateful to
see racks of “vintage” clothes. The
most notable item on these racks
were the Laura Ashley dresses, as
told to me by the sales associate.
Apparently these dresses were relics
of the 90’s and we’re coming back
into style today. It reminded me a
lot of the Gunne Sax resurgence.
Nonetheless, as I perused the racks
for a dress that caught my eye I
was struck by a purple, blue, floral,
Laura Ashley dress. It was labeled as

I’m thinking of Grandma’s old dress
from the 60’s. Perhaps a brown,
orange and white color scheme or
something with too many sequins.
NOT an old navy dress from the
2000’s. Now, this isn’t an issue that
is novel to me, apparently there’s lots
of controversy on Depop about labeling something as vintage. Maybe
it’s just a whole lot of gatekeeping hooplah, but why does everyone
have different definitions of what
vintage is? What is this madness?
There’s a little shop in Niles,
Illinois that I often frequent with
my Mother. It’s called Juju’s Vintage
Resale Shoppe. By the way, this is
maybe my favorite store in the entire
world and absolutely deserves all the
hype ever. You can find literally anything you ever need there whether
it’s a vintage jewelry set, a vintage
dress or anything vintage that you
need. However, are the items within this shop labeled vintage simply because it’s a vintage shop? Are
there other ways to label things that
are vintage? Does that question even
make sense? I’ve bought a couple
items of clothing from there that
definitely qualify as vintage. I have
the most dreamy orange and brown
skirt that goes down to my toes that
definitely was made no later than the
1960’s, so that definitely qualifies as
vintage. BUT! Would that shoppe
not be an “actual” vintage shop if not
everything was at least 20 years old
in there?
Now, perhaps I’m beating
a dead horse here, but maybe we
shouldn’t criticize people from calling something vintage. Although,
maybe we as people have just moved

“vintage”. Now, by Google’s definition, these dresses were technically
vintage.
BUT my connotative definition
of vintage is usually not something
that was made in the 90’s, right?
Like, when I’m thinking of vintage

from the actual definition of vintage to more of a morphed definition meaning “cool” or “trendy.”
However, maybe this takes away
from the merit of the article I just
wrote, but maybe vintage has many
definitions! And they’re all valid.

To Whom it May Concern
By Grace Reyes
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What’s on your mind, River Bugs?
By Lauren Kelly

Pets are such a big part of our lives, but do you ever
guess what they are thinking? Each week, I will take a
different “pet” and write their “inner thoughts.”
Welcome back, students of this school. We missed
you last year! Let us introduce ourselves: we are the
collective pe(s)ts of Lawrence. We love this short time
we have on earth and we make the most of it by casual
mating, dorm invading and really just flying ‘round this
school like our only business is to be annoying. And we
get it, kinda, as in we know we are infamous. It’s fine, you
love to hate us—that’s harsh--but it helps you form some
sort of collective like us, and we like that. Maybe you need
that too, to make the most of it and be a unit. Huh, that’s
deep. Hive mind strength?
Well let us not fool you, we are simple too. We love
light. Light, yes. (Like those students! Huh.) More light?
Yes. Anything for light. We also love clothes and hair
and skin. It helps transport us to those buildings! But as
soon as we enter a room or hallway we flee to the outside!
Help!!! We think trees mean outside but it means window
with a view. Oh no, quick death. But there are more of us
and we will keep on coming in multiple waves and then
we will die but our little river babies will come back next
year forever. You may in fact be lucky enough to have a
Hiett room where you can see us in action.
Little graves on the bridge don’t dissuade us. We
continue living our best lives. We remember bug zappers
and self-appointed assassins but still, you cannot kill us
all. Some of us accept our short lives but others simply
are oblivious and do not realize there will be big birds
or humans or cold or light deaths or room deaths. Ah,
naïveté, are we right?
We as river bugs are confused about these new tools
you humans have. They seem designed to stop us from
traveling into your noses or mouths. Well, you will soon
learn that without a wire or a good fit, we can enter at
will. Haha, it’s so funny when you try to get us out of your

mouths...thank goodness we can still do that.
We also remember two years ago when our ancestors
rode wind waves across this school and literally pelted
students’ faces and eyes. Wow, I’m sure it’s happened
since but it was so memorable. This school can be so fun
sometimes.
Other times, we simply hover in air, thinking about
how many generations of us got to see this school change.
Some of us have seen the inside, some of us have seen the
outside, and all of us have seen Hiett. That is our favorite
place on campus; it’s right by our birthplace.
We could go on and on with these thoughts, but our
lives are short. Remember to appreciate us while we are
here, and be nice to us when you see us. It will get worse
for you before it gets better. Thank you.
—your favorite neighbors,
River Bugs

Found by Warch bridge in spring 2019. Thanks, anonymous
artist(s).

By Celeste Reyes

Poultry Balls
By Willem Villerius

Chicky nuggy is a food that one
eats sometimes. I like chicky nuggy

International chicky nuggy. Chicky
nuggy flies wingless to Antarctica.

sometimes. Chicky nuggy good. I
haven’t eaten chicky nuggy in so long.
Crispy chicky nuggy. Spicy chicky
nuggy. What can you dip a chicky
nuggy? Chicky nuggy in ketchup.
Oooooh, chicky nuggy good. Chicky
nuggy in mustard. Chicky nuggy in
dijon mustard? Chicky nuggy in grey
poupon!? Chicky nuggy in honey
mustard??!! Wow! Chicky nuggy in
barbeque sauce? Aoooga! I would
not eat chicky nuggy in ranch dressing. Chicky nuggy with mayonnaise
good! Chicky nuggy can be made
of soy. Chicky nuggy can be made
of chicky. Chicky nuggy from restaurant. Chicky nuggy from store.
Chicky nuggy from anywhere.
Chicky nuggy with seasoning
spices on it. That sounds pretty cool
ya know. Chicky nuggy cold chicky
could be fine too. Chicky nuggy
imagine if was soggy. Would you still
eat nuggy chicky? In that case, it is
unclear to me in this moment whether one would. Chicky chicky nuggy
time. Whomst among us? Chicky
nuggy is a food. Would you like
chicky nuggy? We could share two
chicky nuggy between the two of us.
Who among us would like a chicky
nuggy to share with me between the
two of us? Chicky nuggy anyone?
Chicky nuggy for breakfast. Chicky
nuggy for lunch. Chicky nuggy at
high tea. Chicky nuggy for dinner.
Chicky nuggy for certain for dessert.
Chicky nuggy at midnight.
Chicky nuggy at sunrise. I
ponder the chicky nuggy between
the seconds. I ponder between the
minutes of the mystery of chicky
nuggy. I ponder between the hours
of the reality of chicky nuggy. Chicky
nuggy hides between the days.
Chicky nuggy lives in the decades.
Chicky nuggy thrives across centuries. Intergenerational chicky nuggy.

Chicky nuggy zooms to Australia.
Chicky nuggy breaches like a whale
in the sea. Chicky nuggy launches
towards Asia. Chicky nuggy teleports
to Europe. Chicky nuggy exists in
Africa. Chicky nuggy spans the continent called America. Chicky nuggy
went global.
Chicky nuggy across spacetime.
Who could say if chicky nuggy?
When chicky nuggy? How chicky
nuggy? Who chicky nuggy would be
the incorrect question to ask. Chicky
nuggy is not an individual, but an
expansive concept. Chicky nuggy is
what we live and breath in a way.
Chicky nuggy has always existed and
will maintain past all. Chicky nuggy
will be there at the end. Chicky nuggy
is a way of being. Chicky nuggy is a
way of having been. Chicky nuggy is
the way that will be. Chicky nuggy
encompasses your entire life. Every
question in your life can be answered
by chicky nuggy.
Chicky nuggy has the answers.
All bad is the absence of chicky
nuggy. All good is chicky nuggy.
Every question you have will by
answered by chicky nuggy. The primacy of chicky nuggy will everlast
forevermore. Chicky nuggy. I hear
the word guiding me. Chicky nuggy.
Chicky nuggy. Into oblivion. Chicky
nuggy. Chicky nuggy. Delivered to
grace. Chicky nuggy. Chicky nuggy.
Into the light. Chicky nuggy. Chicky
nuggy. What a delight. Chicky nuggy.
Chicky nuggy. One with all, all with
one. Chicky nuggy. Chicky nuggy.
One with the sun. Chicky nuggy.
Chicky nuggy. I am an instrument
of. Chicky nuggy. Chicky nuggy.
Don’t forget what it gave you. Chicky
nuggy. Chicky nuggy. Say it with me.
Chicky nuggy. Chicky nuggy. Chicky
nuggy. Chicky nuggy. What does it
mean?
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Photo Feature by Astra Medeiros

desk study.

hello.

paradise lines

2 shades, 3 musicians.

kittie.

cyanotype print on paper towel.

party in the bathroom.

shoes in the shower.

car park party.

Want your organization featured in our paper?
Submit articles to lawrentian@lawrence.edu
to make your voice heard!
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The Esch Hurvis Center for Spiritual and Religious Life
Lucian Baxter
Columnist

_________________________________________________

If you’ve spent any time on the Lawrence campus,
you’ve likely seen the names Esch and Hurvis a few times. There’s
Hurvis Crossing right next to the Warch Campus Center, the Esch
Hurvis dance studio on the second floor of Warch and the Hurvis
Center for Film Studies. Soon, however, there will be a new item
on that list: the Esch Hurvis Center for Spiritual and Religious
Life.
Formerly known as Sabin House, the Esch Hurvis
Center will be renamed and rededicated on Tuesday, May 25 at
4:15pm. It will be renamed to acknowledge an endowment from
Tom Hurvis ‘60, given to the Center this spring in honor of his late
wife Julie Esch Hurvis ‘61. An endowment is a monetary gift that
is meant to provide funds for a specific purpose perpetually; typically, only the interest earned from an endowment fund is spent,
leaving the principal amount permanently intact.
The endowment will provide funds for the upkeep of
the Center. Dean for Spiritual and Religious Life Linda MorganClement explained that the house was built in the late 1800s, and
“old houses suck money, so this takes the Esch Hurvis Center, in
most ways, off of the institution’s capital budget so it’s not competing with residence halls or other affinity centers for funds.” She
reflected that the house is going to “need a new roof eventually,
it’ll need paint, the chairs have been here for five years and they
get a lot of use [...] We’ll replace the appliances — those kinds of
things that it takes to keep the Center a Center and not let it run
down.”
This is the second endowment that Hurvis has given
to the Center; the initial endowment established the Office of
Spiritual and Religious Life and created the Julie Esch Hurvis
Dean for Spiritual and Religious Life position, currently held by
Morgan-Clement. She recalled that before she came to Lawrence,
the Center had been student housing, so it was chopped up into
little spaces; the wood floor was covered with vinyl and the stair-

case was in a different location. Prior to the creation
of the Center for Spiritual
and Religious Life, the house
had been Greenfire House,
so Morgan-Clement reflects
that “it has had a lot of student life in it, and a lot of
energy, and has its own history of activism too, in terms
of the students and the student groups that lived here
and the things they did.”
From fall of 2016
to spring of 2017, MorganClement worked with facility
services to create the space
that is now the Center, and
once they were able to begin
spiritual and religious programming, they experienced
A piece of Julie Esch Hurvis’s artwork hanging in the newly rededicated center for spiritual and religious life.
huge growth due to student
Photo by Lucian Baxter.
needs; in the interim between
was to create a space that would keep her caring spirit alive.
the first and second endowments, Hurvis added to the initial
Julie Esch Hurvis majored in studio art at Lawrence,
endowment so that the Center could increase its staff to meet the
and three of her works can be seen hanging in the Center. They
needs of the student population.
all fit into the serene aesthetic of the Center perfectly; a serenHurvis has been very involved with the business end
dipitous turn of events, as Morgan-Clement shared that “when
of supporting Lawrence, while his wife was very interested
we picked the colors for this room, we didn’t have the artwork.
in the human aspect of supporting the Lawrence community.
Usually, you know what your photo is and then you pick your
Morgan-Clement recounts that Esch Hurvis “was very interested
colors from what your image will be, but when Tom picked some
in Lawrence and Lawrence students, as an alum [...] She would
of his own [artwork] not having seen the colors either, every piece
just show up on campus sometimes and sit down and talk with
really worked in the space.” Esch Hurvis was also an active Bahá’í,
students [...] For anyone she came in contact with, she was preswhich is a relatively new religion founded in 1844 that revolves
ent. She heard you, she saw you, she drew you out, she cared.”
around one central principle: the oneness of humanity. Her faith
Morgan-Clement continued, “That was [Hurvis’s] idea of what the
deeply informed her art as well as her passion for connecting with
Center for Spiritual and Religious life would be like.” His vision
students.

Photo Feature: London Centre—
Week Six with Caroline Garrow

Over midterm reading week, students were able to travel within the UK via train or bus.

The White Cliffs of Dover.
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Movies, Movies,
Movies

Creative Writing Club Serial Story:
Episode Six

Himal Nenneman
Guest Writer

______________________________________

Levi Homman
Columnist

______________________________________

The Mitchells vs. the Machines,
2021, directed by Michael Rianda –
3.5/5 Stars
Fans of animation were excited
to hear about the announcement of
The Mitchells vs. the Machines this
past March. Directed by Gravity Falls
creator Michael Rianda and produced
by Phil Lord and Chris Miller, known
for their work on The Lego Movie and
Spider-man: Into the Spider-Verse,
the Netflix original set some high
expectations for itself solely through
these associated names. While it may
not quite live up to the hype, a nearimpossible feat, it does impress with
a beautifully unique animation style,
some great performances from its cast
of comedians and a touching emotional core.
The movie has a largely straightforward and predictable plot,
though not to its detriment. When
a robot uprising takes place during
the Mitchells’ road trip to take their
eldest daughter Katie, played by Abbi
Jacobson, to college, family must
learn to love each other on a deeper,
more emotional level. Though every
beat of the story can be seen from a
mile away, the framing, pacing and
voice performances help the emotional moments stick the landing.
Very quickly, the audience gets a
sense of the tone and style of the film’s
animation. The three-dimensionally
animated characters are highly stylized, and they’re marked by distinct
two-dimensional outlines in every
frame. The world is largely viewed
through the eyes of Katie, an amateur
filmmaker herself. This combined
with the visual style of the animation gives the entire film a quirky,
homemade attitude that feels fresh
and distinct. Later, this seamlessly
transitions into a sleeker, more futuristic style when the family attempts
to infiltrate the robot base, clearly
based on the design philosophy of
contemporary tech companies like
Apple and Microsoft. Everything in
the film is bursting with color and
personality, and this is probably its
greatest strength.

The performances from cast of
The Mitchells are also a highlight.
Jacobson nails her portrayal of a confused, creative kid looking forward
to her first days at college. Danny
McBride plays off of Jacobson fantastically as Rick Mitchell, an out-oftouch father who just wants the best
for his daughter but who struggles
to give her the support she needs.
Maya Rudolph is badass and lovable
as Katie’s mother, Linda Mitchell,
and Olivia Colman is both hilarious
and menacing as PAL, leader of the
robot army. The weakest link in the
cast is director Rianda, who, oddly
enough, chose to cast himself as
Aaron Mitchell, younger brother of
Katie. Rianda’s voice is too old for a
child as young as Aaron, and while
Aaron is mostly used as comic relief,
Rianda’s delivery of jokes feel stilted
and cringeworthy. Fortunately, Aaron
as a character has limited screen time.
While the film certainly has
some laugh-out-loud moments, often
assisted by the Mitchells’ adorably
ugly pug, Monchi, the humor often
stumbles as well. Much of the film’s
focus is on society’s over-reliance on
technology, giving the title a double meaning. While the filmmakers
aren’t wrong in their critiques, the
way in which they go about them
sometimes feels played-out. There’s
also an attempt to integrate internet
memes into the stylized animation,
something that feels at least 10 years
too late.
What really makes the movie
worth watching, though, is the bond
between Katie and Rick. The father
and daughter struggle to understand
each other, but over the course of the
runtime, the audience gets to know
their relationship via some home
videos, and the moment at which
they finally begin to communicate
properly and appreciate each other
feels earned, joyous and emotionally
resonant.
The Mitchells vs. the Machines is
a delightfully simple, endlessly relatable and undeniably visually stimulating experience. Though not without
its flaws, it is definitely a great movie
for a rainy afternoon to brighten the
mood.

Noxious yellow eyes stared
straight into hers, unflinching even
as she edged closer, before she jerked
back as it suddenly moved twitching
nervously. Diane chuckled, motioning
her closer, clutching the bullfrog in
her hand, her mom holding the frog’s
legs scrunched together like a bouquet
of flowers.
“He’s so ugly!” she said, a little grin breaking out to the surface
as the frog croaked out an angry
response, even as the little creature
tried to squirm out of her hands.
Diane laughed, the sound hoarse and
garbled, like she was mimicking the
gurgle from the swamp. Lizzie purposely didn’t look her in the face, the
red eyes bringing her back to their
argument.
“That’s so mean Lizzie,” Diane
chastised, a joking tone in her voice as
she gently placed the amphibian into
her outstretched hands. “I happen to
think he looks rather cute.”
Lizzie stared at the frog in her
hands, trying to see where her mom
got that idea. The dark green skin, the
webbed feet, the wet slimy feeling she
got from grabbing it, nothing looked
cute at all. The frog stared at her, eyes
wide before meowing. Startling at the
weird sound, Lizzie shrieked, the bullfrog, successfully wrenching itself out
of her weakened grasp, making a run
for it. Diane wasn’t any help at all, as
she was giggling and pointedly look-

ing away as the frog escaped into the
bushes.
“Looks like we scared it off.”
Diane eventually said, having finally
gotten control of herself. “Now, we’re
almost to the picnic spot you picked.
Are you ready for lunch?” she asked,
smiling forcefully, all teeth. Lizzie
nodded, suddenly feeling nervous,
and looked away, down the side of the
mountain where the lake was hiding
in the green trees. The dark blue of
Devil’s Lake stood out, nestled below
them like a spider in a funnel web.
She looked down, moving closer to
the side. There was something floating in the water. Circular like a sombrero, and bright yellow, the object
reminded her of Diane’s flower hat,
one that Dad and her had picked
out for mother’s day. Lizzie stilled,
remembering Dad’s smile as he put
the hat on her head.
“Kiddo, what’s wrong?” Diane
asked, her voice still a croak as she
reappeared several feet away from
her. Lizzie shook her head and looked
back. “Can you step back please? That
looks a bit too close to the edge for
me.” Lizzie looked back, and seeing
the red eyes nodded.
“I think your hat’s in the water,”
she said, prompting Diane to take a
look.
Diane moved closer, walking
straight up to the edge of the path
and looking down, and Lizzie felt her
stomach flip flop at the sight. It looked
so much worse now that she wasn’t

on the edge. Like there was nothing
between her mom and the sky or the
forest below.
“Huh, I wonder where that came
from,” she said, looking down as Lizzie
fought to contain her sudden rush of
panic. “That’s not mine though. I keep
it in the tent for safety.” Lizzie barely
managed to nod, looking away as her
mother moved away from the edge,
away from the dark forest below them.
“Well, are you ready to eat?
We’re almost there and I’m starving.
That walk really took a lot out of me.”
Diane smiled again at her, the same
frog like smile that had been on her
face the whole day, one with stretched
skin and too many teeth.
They laid out their blankets
under a gnarled old oak tree that
marked the campsite and had sandwiches and soda. Lizzie listened as
her mom filled her head with talk of
her childhood, Diane talked as though
if she stopped, she wouldn’t start up
again, filling up the air with facts
about frogs, or the trail she was on,
or the deer that they’d seen days ago.
Despite it all, Lizzie couldn’t stop
thinking of the lake. The light crystalline blue borders surrounding the
dark black of the center pool, the one
that her mom said went down over 30
feet deep. The jagged stones on both
sides, rising up as the lake approached
the cliff, the ones that looked like
teeth. And floating in the center of the
lake, right in the middle of the dark
depths, a small yellow hat.

Break Through, Not Apart

Rukmini Raman
Staff Writer

______________________________________

*All factual information taken
from PBS’ Asian Americans Episode
5: “Breaking Through”
Asian Americans are the fastest
growing ethnic group in the United
States. Comedian Hari Kondabolu
reassured the group projected to
become the statistical minority by
2042: “Don’t freak out, white people!”
he said, “You were the minority when
you came to this country.” Those lines
begin the final installment of PBS’ fiveepisode feature documentary, Asian
Americans, which was streamed at
the Pan-Asian Organization’s (PAO)
second Asian American and Pacific
Islander Heritage Month (AAPIHM)
event. The series takes on the herculean task of narrating the expansive
but buried history of the eponymous
group.
Asians in the U.S. have led quiet
lives since the first recorded Asian settlement in the U.S. by Filipinos who
had escaped Spanish enslavement in
1763. When more immigrants came
overseas from Asia, often already fleeing the results of Western meddling,
they were met with derision while
their labor was undervalued, as with
the Chinese migrants whose hands
built the transcontinental railroad
while Congress passed the Exclusion
Act.
Be it due to a language barrier,
the altruistic Eastern value of sacrifice or familiarity with exploitation
by imperial forces, the growing Asian
population remained unacknowledged in both contribution and victim-

An image from the documentary, Asian Americans, hosted by the Pan-Asian Organization.
Photo by Pei Robins.

ization. “Breaking Through,” episode
five of Asian Americans, zeroes in on
the moment that began to change:
the 1982 murder of Vincent Chin in
Detroit. Motor City’s economy was
failing, and blame landed on Japan’s
rising car industry, as revealed by
footage of White Americans gathering
in the streets to vandalize Japanese
vehicles. Vincent Chin was Chinese,
but his murderer never bothered to
clarify.
“It shocked Asian Americans
not because it was something new,
but because it was something old,”
explains author Viet Thanh Nguyen.
The televised aftermath made the previously ignored reality inescapable.
When the murderer was released with
a fee and probation, Asians nationwide rallied in protest. Their signs
read “Justice for Vincent Chin,” and
the familiar format of the slogan is no
coincidence – the streets were not just
crowded with Asians, but outraged
Latinos and African Americans, too.
From the start, headway for Asian
Americans was a collaboration with

Black and Brown communities.
Especially among the older generation, though, Asian immigrants
had no knowledge of Black American
history, unaware of their neighbors’
treatment or fight for progress. Their
union against injustice had been
seamless and powerful, which is
exactly why the media quickly exploited cultural barriers to create an ethnic divide. In South L.A., Koreatown
residents read in-language newspapers stereotyping Black people, while
neighboring Black communities read
English publications that spun Asian
stereotypes. With neither group aware
of what the other was being told, tensions mounted.
Not ten years after Chin’s death,
storeowner Soon Ja Du murdered
15-year-old Latasha Harlins as she
tried to pay for orange juice. There
could be no denying how deeply antiBlackness had taken root in the Asian
immigrant community, and the 1991
L.A. riots following Rodney King’s

See page 9
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Caleb Carter

Student Recital: Hannah Baron

ed, Mozartian melodies while Justin
Collins provided a steady, humble
accompaniment. The duo particularly seemed to enjoy performing
the second movement, “Allegro alla

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Like many other Lawrence
Conservatory students in March 2020,
Hannah Baron was preparing for her
upcoming recital during the spring
term when the COVID-19 pandemic
upended her plans. Having been sent
home, Baron chose to put her recital
on hold until she could return to campus to perform. Thankfully, during
the next three terms of online classes,
she completed some of the remaining
requirements for her music education
degree and was able to devote extra
time to practicing her cello to build
a new program from the ground up.
Baron’s tenacious preparation culminated in her in-person recital in
Harper Hall on Monday, May 10.
In considering works for her
reimagined program, Baron mainly
selected music that would not require
her to rehearse or perform with
additional musicians. “I was really
hoping to collaborate with many
people for my senior recital,” Baron
said, but unfortunately COVID19 restrictions made working with
other musicians more difficult. The
program for her recital consisted of
four pieces: Passacaglia by Heinrich
Ignaz Franz Biber, Sonata No. 3 in
G Major, G. 5 by Luigi Boccherini,
Auguste Franchomme’s Caprice No.
9 in B minor and Passacaglia by
William Walton. Fellow cellist sophomore Justin Collins joined Baron for
Boccherini’s Sonata No. 3, but she
performed the rest of the works unaccompanied. The selected works span

Senior Hannah Baron performed her recital on Monday, May 10 in Harper Hall.
Photo provided by Hannah Baron.

four centuries and a variety of style
periods, so Baron chose to play each
work chronologically based on the
order they were composed, starting
with the oldest and ending with the
most recent pieces. The sequential
nature of the program served to, in
Baron’s words, “walk the audience
through different eras of music and
let them hear how they developed and
changed.”
The recital’s title, Bookends
derives its name from the recital closing out her school career and the

UPCOMING:

5/15 9 a.m. Harrison
5/14 4 p.m. Weekly Fiber Symposium, Main Hall Arts & Chat, Mudd Library Virtual Event
5/14 4 p.m. Open
Mic Event, Wriston
Amphitheater

5/15 11 a.m. Student
recital: Grace Halloran,
violin, Lawrence Vimeo

5/14 6 p.m. SOL Studios/
SOUP present Open Mic
night, Somerset Room

5/15 2 p.m. Mark’s Last
Lap, Library Plaza

5/14 8 p.m. Student
recital: Ricardo Jimenez,
trumpet, Lawrence Vimeo

Break Through, Not Apart
continued from page 8

wmurder at the hands of the police,
two weeks before Harlins’ death, saw
Koreatown set aflame in retaliation.
Another still-familiar chant filled the
streets: “Go home,” protesters yelled.
Local fire departments did not value
the Asian community enough to dispatch personnel, and 63 lives were
lost along with $1 billion in damages, reflecting the destruction of
many families’ livelihoods. Later in
the episode, viewers watch the fallout become another opportunity to
exploit Asian labor and perpetuate the
image of a robotic, work-oriented race

5/15 5 p.m. Student
recital: Tristan Dock,
trumpet, Lawrence Vimeo
that fuels the model minority myth.
Soon Ja Du received probation
and an even lower fine than Vincent
Chin’s murderer, and some Asians
even supported her after her trial,
deepening the Black-Asian animosity. There were, however, members of
both communities expressing dismay
and confusion at the sudden schism.
The people knew there was far more
solidarity than prejudice between
them, but neither group had a platform to voice the mutual support that
could have turned the tide.
Asian Americans does not shy
away from the incredibly tangled
mess of Black and Asian relations
in America. A rainbow coalition that
has been periodically shredded and

program starting and ending with
two passacaglias—a centuries-old
dance form originating in Spain.
Despite their shared title, the first
and last works are entirely different
treatments of the passacaglia idiom.
While Biber’s Passacaglia takes a
four-chord progression and generates
increasingly elaborate variations on
the material, Walton’s more modern
Passacaglia stretched the boundaries
of the form, incorporating a dizzying
array of meters and unconventional
harmonies. Walton’s piece was an apt

choice to end the recital, concluding
with a ferocious onslaught of double
stops, two notes played simultaneously that brought the energy to a
resounding climax.
The middle two works on the
program provided additional stylistic
contrasts with the two passacaglias.
Sonata No. 3 by Luigi Boccherini was
the only multi-movement work on the
program, and the only time Baron was
joined on stage by other musicians.
Throughout the three movements,
Baron took the lead on the ornament-

The Book
Club

5/16 11 a.m. Lambda
Sigma Succulents, Boldt
Plaza
5/16 4 p.m. International
Discussion: Global Impact
of COVID-19, International
House
5/16 5 p.m. World
Premieres for Flute,
Lawrence Vimeo
5/16 8 p.m. Student
recital: Isabella Andries,
piano, Lawrence Vimeo
repaired, it is a history that this country has scratched out and written over
to maintain the white supremacist
status quo. “Breaking Through” brings
the forgotten relationship into the
public consciousness along with the
sinister mechanisms that destroyed it.
Even in offering just a brief glimpse
back in time, Asian Americans arms a
new generation with powerful knowledge that was purposefully hidden
from them.
PAO will hold AAPIHM events
every Thursday at 5 p.m. throughout
May, with biweekly general meetings
resuming in June. Asian Americans is
available to watch for free on PBS.org
until June 26.

Illustration by Jae Franklin.

militaire,” which involved a light
and bouncy march feel that made
it an audience favorite. Following
the close of Boccherini’s piece, Baron
returned to solo works, performing
Franchomme’s Caprice No. 9 in B
minor. This lyrical piece gave Baron
a chance to show off her memorization skills. Memorizing a piece of
music is a challenge under any circumstances, but learning this piece
was especially impressive because of
the intense technical demands. Baron
stated that she felt performing this
piece was a significant moment in
her playing career because her level
of preparation allowed her to deliver
the most expressive and authentic
performance possible.
Although Baron’s time as a
Lawrence student with all its twists
and turns along the way is coming
to a close, next comes the epilogue.
Baron’s recital may be one of the high
points in her cello career so far, but
she is by no means finished growing
as a musician. After all, she will be
returning to the Appleton area next
Fall Term to complete her student
teaching semester for her music education degree.
Baron’s recital can be viewed by
scanning the QR code below.

Mikayla Henry
Columnist

______________________________________

As the weather slowly warms
up and the tulips start to blossom,
Lawrentians can see that spring has
once again returned to campus. And,
as a result, love is clearly in the air
again as couples enjoy the sunshine
and stroll in downtown Appleton with
boba or sit in hammocks together on
the Main Green. After seeing all these
lovebirds recently, I decided to try and
interview a student or two in order to
get some romantic reading recommendations for this week.
Katrina Girod, a freshman,
was kind enough to sit with me this
week and recommend a few of her
personal favorite novels where love
and romance were at the heart of the
story. The first book she mentioned
is Carry On by Rainbow Rowell. The
story takes place in a fantasy setting
that almost appears be a “parody of
Harry Potter’s wizarding world,” as
Girod explained. The main character,
Simon, is a wizard who is in his last
year at his magical school and is ready
to finally be free of his annoying vampire roommate, Baz. The two of them
have never work well together during the years that they have roomed
together, since they are practically
opposites of one another. Simon, in

Baz’s eyes, is society’s perfect golden
boy since he is the “Chosen One.” Baz,
on the other hand, is the victim of the
negative societal stigma forced upon
him for being a vampire. “I’m a big
fan of the enemies-to-lovers trope,
and this is a perfect example of that,”
Girod said. “You can clearly sense
the chemistry between the two characters as you read the book.” As the
story progresses, Baz and Simon are
forced to work together to overcome
various problems that they encounter
and slowly realize their mutual attraction for one another. Girod recommends this love story not only for
those who are fans of the enemies-tolovers trope, but for those who love
fantastical elements reminiscent of
Harry Potter.
The other book Girod recommended for this week’s prompt is
Delirium by Lauren Oliver, which is
the first of a trilogy. In the dystopian society set up in the novel, love
is viewed as a disease that can lead to
crime and other negative outcomes.
When citizens turn eighteen, they are
given a procedure that mutes their
emotions and allows them to “live as a
regular member of society.” Lena, the
main character, is on her way to get
the procedure when she meets Alex,

See page 11
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Polarity : Tired of politics
2

Willem Villerius

Columnist
_________________________________
I have grown tired of politics. I find
enjoyment in the argument, the organizing, the thinking and especially
the consideration of different perspectives that you get through engaging
with politics as a field. I consider
myself a progressive and consequently
my outlook tends to be a dissonant
mix of hopefulness and cynicism. I see
a better future in front of us and look
back towards the strides that have
been made even just in my lifetime.
That being said, regardless of these
strides, it's easy to often just see a less
terrible world in front of us. Let me
explain.
I've heard so many people talk about relative feelings of
time. Since March 2020, we've lived
through seeming decades of time
within weeks, as well as months in
what feels like a few days. This is just
one example of a collective derangement many of us have felt due to quarantine, the pandemic and politics;
just one way of understanding every
minute of the "unprecedented times"
we've been living in for more than a
year.
The frustrating thing I've
found is the distinction between the
intense spans of unprecedented time
we've lived through and the detached

spans of disbelief as we reflect on
those times. Part of these feelings
is understanding that you're inside
of this hopefully small span of time
that we call "quarantine." It's a time
of indeterminate length, but also one
that we believe and hope will be short
in the grand scheme of life. Imagine
walking up to a small mountain--maybe it's 100 meters front to back. You
enter a cave on the front of this mountain, knowing it will eventually leave
to an exit on the other side. You know
that the mountain is only so large (100
meters front to back), but the tunnel
through it could go up and down and
all around for who knows how much
distance.
Living emotionally through
this unclear, small scale of time called
"quarantine," especially as a young
adult, I can already feel my normal
conceptualization of time changing. We've been spending so much
time waiting for quarantine to end
so things can "return to normal" as
we say and so that we can get back
to the normal programming of our
lives. This hyper-focusing on the end
of the tunnel has been disillusioning
towards the "middle future," which is
that strange space between the distant
and near future. During the quarantine all we had was the near future
(taking things day-by-day) and the
distant future (the end of the tunnel
where society functionally returns to

something that we'd call "normal").
There was no "middle"
future during quarantine because it
was always on the brink of ending or
extending again. This is what brings
me back to politics: the world where
we cynically or hopefully live our lives
revolving around a lot of possibilities of the "middle future." Political
events of the present or near future
like civil rights protests or coming
elections easily hold our attention in
the moment. Political events in the
distant future are just that - distant.
Distant events are distant because we
can hardly see them or we might not
know what they are yet. Something
like climate change is in the middle
future because of how enormous it is
on the horizon.
I'm impatient. Especially
when I'm tired, I'm impatient. The
frustrating thing about the events of
the middle future is that they tend
to be the most uncertain as well as
the ones with the most visibility over
time. Regardless of the importance
of a lot of issues and political talking
points, they will be discussed endlessly during election cycles especially
and then pushed to the middle future
once elections are over. Whether this
is Trump's incomplete border wall
that everyone seems to forget Mexico
was supposed to pay for or Joe Biden
watering down promises of COVID
relief and student loan forgive-

ness, things that will occur eventually always seem to be in this middle
future.
Throughout the "unprecedented times," expectations are
high in terms of immediate needs of
relief and medical security for the
near future, but we are more lenient
that other issues realistically go back
off into the middle future. Climate
change, normal government welfare
programs or whatever it may be can
go off into the middle future to be
addressed seriously after the pandemic.
I'm tired because I feel like
I've forgotten how to deal with these
middle future issues mentally. After
spending a year going from hot-button event to event (events as opposed
to issues that are simply discussed),
it's almost a feeling of forgetting how
to address these middle future issues
with fervor. We dealt with historic civil rights protests and riots, an
incredibly high stakes election and an
historic storming of our Capitol building.
It's easy, in a way, to react
immediately and readily to these
things where our feelings are often
more clear and polarized. But now
we're moving back to the same old
questions of how we might solve climate change in the coming decades,
or thinking about what we might like
government healthcare to look like in

a decade, or discussing how we might
like to see our justice system reformed
bit by bit. The questions are so important, but feel so unfairly stale after
everything that has occurred during
quarantine.
It almost feels as if we
invested so much emotion and frustration during quarantine and now we
have very little to feel relieved about
other than the presumed inevitability that quarantine would end. Maybe
this impatient frustration is something I should savor as I'm still young.
Maybe it's something that I'll be disillusioned from feeling to a large degree
after what may be the most significant
political year of my life (certainly of
my young adult life) from March 2020
to 2021.
I'm still quite tired, but this
too shall pass, for better or worse.
It's times like this where I know I
have political convictions, but I feel
emotionally apolitical. I find it hard
to feel the use in caring or staying
informed, but I will keep trying. I've
been trying to channel a philosophical
outlook here. I've always found reading depressing philosophy comforting
in that it reminds me that people have
been grappling with gross unanswerable questions for centuries. There's
something warm and fuzzy about
sharing confusion with each other.

Repeat After Me: You’re Unavailable

Sarah Matthews

Columnist
________________________________
Every time I try to not look
at my notifications on my phone, I
feel more than guilty. I can’t seem to
stop checking my emails and I basically live on Moodle. My responsibilities regarding school have led me to
believe that I need to be on call for
everything I’m involved in around the
clock. You can imagine the type of
burnout I’m facing, and maybe you’re
even feeling it, too. Let’s remind ourselves that we’re unavailable, and it’s
okay.
Obviously, as college students, we’re bound to be busy. In a
place where “Lawrence busy” is a term
often thrown around in conversation,
we don’t have much free time. We
have classes to take, homework to do,
organizations and clubs to join and
jobs to work. We have a lot on our
plate. So how should we act when our

schedule is empty?
Having free time does not
mean that you’re available. In the
rare occurrence that we’re able to stop
and take a breath, we don’t need to
pile something else onto our already
hectic lives. We, as students who are
also real human beings, are allowed
to have a moment of peace once in a
while.
And don’t get me wrong.
I’m not telling you to blow off everyone you know. Obviously, obligations are important. Missing deadlines shouldn’t become the norm.
Responsibilities are always going to
be in your life. The key is figuring out
how to manage them.
If you work so hard to follow your schedule and get things
crossed off your to-do list, I say you
should give yourself a break and don’t
feel sorry for being offline for a little
bit of time. Breaks are necessary. You
cannot be everywhere at once and do

everything all of the time. Using your
free time to relax instead of cramming
in another obligation is productive,
not lazy.
If you don’t stop and take
care of yourself, eventually you aren’t
going to keep up with everything you
need to do. In other words, not working actually helps you work better. So,
relax for some time. Turn your phone
off. Be out of touch with the world
for a moment. You are allowed to be
invisible once in a while.
While you’re learning to
take care of yourself, also keep in
mind you need to treat others the
way you want to be treated. Meaning,
remember that just because someone
isn’t in class or working doesn’t mean
they can be with you. We need to start
regarding free time as highly as work
and school. After all, simply having a
moment to yourself is just as important as going to a class, meeting or any
other obligation.

Even though I’m one to
talk, as I usually put my homework
above anything else, we need to start
building our schedules with free time
in them. Don’t list all of your other
obligations first and expect yourself
to take a break whenever you get the
chance, because I can bet you will
feel guilty for taking a moment to
relax. Instead, put both your stats
homework and taking a walk on your
to-do list. Plan your day around your
mental health and well-being along
with your tasks as a student. Never
push free time aside because the only
way you can continue to function like
a well-oiled machine is if you stop for
a second and relax.
Clearly, we Lawrentians
have a lot of stuff to do. The worst
part is we like to talk and brag about
all the things we need to get done, as
if getting the smallest amount of sleep
is some sort of competition. While
I believe we should pride ourselves

on our accomplishments, I think we
should start to shift the definition
of an accomplishment when doing
so. Finishing your ten-page essay is
something to be proud of, but so is
getting to take a nap after a long day.
Every little thing is worth celebrating.
Sometimes I get so caught
up in life at Lawrence that I forget a
world outside of campus exists. I am
learning to realize that not everything
is about school and work. While these
are and will always be important factors in our lives, we are ultimately the
most important task to take care of.
With that being said, don’t
feel guilty for taking the time to reset
yourself. Don’t let yourself be so tense
all the time. I think it’s safe to say
everyone is lacking a little empathy
towards themselves. So, when you get
a sliver of free time, do something for
your well-being, not for others’. Your
job isn’t to be consistently available.
Your job is to do what’s best for you.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions. For the full editorial policy and parameters for submitting articles, please refer to the masthead, which is located on the back of each edition.
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What in the World: A response to the Editor-in-Chief
Luther Abel

Columnist
_________________________________
Though this will likely
be tiresome for the reading public,
please allow me a response to Molly’s
response aimed at my response to the
“Fight for $15 Minimum Wage”(Ff15)
push on campus. It appears to me that
at the center of Molly’s Ff15’s and my
written views is the desire to reduce
the cost of education at Lawrence.
Molly and Ff15 look to remedy the issue by putting more money
in students’ pockets — a bottom-up
solution — by expanding paid positions on-campus, or getting higher
wages for the positions that already
exist. My proposals are top-down and
bottom-up, urging the university to
reduce extraneous expenses and positions, while also giving time to the
idea of wage increases for necessary
campus work more in line with the
market (somewhere in the $10-$14
per hour range) and a bump of the
cap on work hours for students — currently at a meager 20 hours per week.
I say all of this to point out
that Ff15, Molly and I agree that there
is an urgent need to arrest student
debt. It is a tragedy when students
leave campus after four years with a
degree and six figures of debt. This
usurious system delays graduates’

The Book Club

continued from page 9
who was able to escape before getting
his procedure done, and therefore still
has his emotions intact. Throughout
the book Alex introduces Lena to various emotions and creative outlets that
she was raised to believe were dangerous and a nuisance. As he shows her
what life is supposed to be like, Lena

abilities to purchase homes, attend
grad schools and job-search without
the anxiety of bills shortly coming
due. Not to mention grads likely will
have to wait to start families and are
financially incapable of donating to
the university’s endowment for the
foreseeable future. To put it most
explicitly, I applaud Ff15 and Molly’s
concern for student and graduate welfare.
To Molly’s piece, let us then
go, because it is worrisome that she
missed the overall thesis of my piece
— and it could be that poor writing on
my part befuddled her oft-excellent
reading comprehension. What I think
most likely is that she lost the forest
for the trees, i.e., there was a single
dandelion of argument upon my palatial lawn of rhetoric that she found
offensive, and given her position, it is
reasonable to think so. The metaphorical dandelion in question — beloved
of metaphorical rabbits — was my
quip suggesting that paid positions at
The Lawrentian are not really necessary.
I suggested termination
of pay for The Lawrentian staff to
exhibit a willingness to make personal
sacrifices in reducing school costs. All
too often, writers prescribe remedies
that benefit themselves at the expense
of others — a reprehensible tendency
of the chattering classes.

Molly is the Editor-in-Chief
of The Lawrentian and it reflects
well on her when she writes critically of my proposal, “I found myself
in quite an interesting position as
Editor-in-Chief, reading one of my
writers declare that The Lawrentian
staff should not be paid. I actually
plan to do just the opposite.” Glad
tidings! Let it be said that I appreciate compensation for my writing and
editing. “Lucre” and “Luther” rhyme,
and I don’t think that’s coincidental.
Let us not pretend, though,
that The Lawrentian, or any other
campus employment, pays at a rate
that amounts to more than supplemental income or beer money.
Working at The Lawrentian as both
a writer and editor, I make approximately $600 per term. Tuition for the
same period is in excess of $6,000 for
many students. If campus employment were my only form of income,
I’d be able to cover a paltry 10% of ye
olde tuition bill. Ouch.
If I were to make one
argument in favor of making The
Lawrentian a volunteer organization,
it would be this: The Lawrentian,
a student newspaper, is funded by
the university; because of this relationship, it is in the best interest of
student writers to favor the university
in their writing. “Don’t bite the hand
that feeds you” and such forth. In

the interest of honesty, I do think an
argument could be made for divestment from the university in the ethical
interest of the paper.
I think we cover both the
university’s sins and celebrations well,
but it’s easy to see how there could
come a time when pressure is exerted
from on high to quash a story or
writer. We should ever view financial
entanglements with a wary eye.
Another point Molly raised
in her piece deserves attention and
delicacy, both for the subject matter and the possible solutions to that
thorny problem. In the original article,
I had suggested a way to increase perstudent income by partnering with
one or more of the many manufacturers in the area, using LU’s shuttle to
get student workers to and from work
safely. The pay and hours are plentiful
in town, and I think students would
find more long-term value in such
work than sitting at a welcome desk
on Netflix.
Molly writes of her own
experiences on a factory floor “As
someone who has worked shiftwork
while taking a full load of classes...
there just aren’t enough words in the
world to discuss the sexual harassment and the 'fluctuations of job satisfaction' that I experienced.’”
It is loathsome that she was
treated in such a way. All too often,

people are subjected to harassment
at their places of work. Enter here the
value of Lawrentians at these places
of business. If we assume that my
suggestion of 4-hour shifts after the
school day is realized, the student
employees will work together on the
floor. This way, Lawrentians are looking out for each other, as well as
reforming these workforces. It’s easy
to sweep one complaint of hostile conditions under the rug, but it’s another
thing entirely if a dozen voices speak
about protecting the harassed and
removing the harasser. Workplace
activism by Lawrentians could help
change these places for all employees,
but especially for women, who can be
a minority in manufacturing.
Ff15 and Molly are both
well-intentioned — there can be no
doubt — but what I don’t see from
either party is a way to significantly
move the needle on student debt.
While my suggestions might be harebrained (see rabbit reference above),
they would make a marked impact on
the cost of education relative to anything else offered thus far.
Agree? Disagree? Have a
suggestion for reducing student debtaccrual? Let me know at abell@lawrence.edu.

slowly comes out of the conservative
shell that society had built around her,
and the two of them fall in love. Girod
deems this book as perfect for anyone
who “is missing that dystopian age of
YA fiction.”
I had a hard time trying to find
a recommendation of my own for this
week’s prompt, since my favorite love
story is a book I recommended a few
editions ago, The Song of Achilles by

Madeline Miller. But, nevertheless,
I still found a book to talk about,
though it is not necessarily a romance
novel. This week I will be recommending Helen of Troy by Margaret
George. The book follows in the infamous Helen of Troy, the woman that
caused the Trojan War. We watch as
she grows up and learns to deal with
her divine beauty and is later sent
to be wed in a loveless marriage. As

the years go by, Helen finally meets
the love of her life, Paris, the young
prince of Troy. With him she learns
what love and passion are meant to be
like and decides to run away with him.
This, of course, leads to war as her
husband attempts to reclaim her. The
book itself is beautiful since it gives us
Helen’s perspective of the events of
the Trojan War and provides her with
depth and personality. She’s finally

more than just a prize to be won.
I wanted to recommend it for this
week’s prompt since Helen and Paris’s
love story, though brief, is a classic,
and a central plot point to not just the
book, but to many Greek myths. If you
are a sucker for Greek mythology like
me, this book and my earlier recommendation would be perfect for you.
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Photo Poll

Alana Melvin
Photo Editor

What is your favorite type of bird you see along the Fox river?
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